Solutions for Canon

NA Trading and Technology offers a broad selection of parts,
supplies, and innovative solutions for today’s most popular
copiers and multifunctional printers.
Each of our Canon products is engineered and
manufactured to strict standards to ensure our partners the
best possible experience. We also offer an expanding range
of Canon products, so look to us first for your Canon parts
and supplies.

Our Testing

All of our products are
tested and monitored to
ensure they meet or exceed
OEM performance and
quality standards, so every
product will provide high
performance and maximum
profitability.

Our Vendors

By carefully choosing our
vendor partners we can
supply you with products
built with the most
advanced technology
and materials to keep you
one step ahead of your
competition.

Drums and Drum Units

The quality of our drums and drum units is
unsurpassed, so you’ll realize great savings
while maintaining the yields and print quality
you demand.
NATT #: 01069026
OEM #: 4793B004AA/ 2772B004AA
For use in: IRA4025/ IRA4035
IRA4045/ IRA4051/ IRA4225
IRA4235/ IRA4245/ IRA4251/ IR2520
IR2525/ IR2530/ IR2535/ IR2545

GPR-42/43/34/35 Universal

Our Products

We have low product
failure rates because our
Six Sigma quality control
process emphasizes
constant improvement.
We strive to provide the
industry’s best value on
products you can count on.

GPR-30/31 Universal

NATT #: 01069020
OEM #: 2776B004AA
2777B004AA/ 2778B004AA
2779B004AA
For use in:
IRAC5030/ IRAC5035/ IRAC5045
IRAC5051/ IRAC5235/ IRAC5240
IRAC5250/ IRAC5255

These GPR-30/31 Universal Drum Units work in
color and black stations, so you can stock
one part instead of four! These universal
drum units also achieve greater yields than
OEM in color stations!

Toner

Our CMYK and monochrome toners for Canon are unrivaled for image quality, yields and value.

GPR-31

GPR-36

GPR-43

GPR-30

Reduce your impact.
Recycle your cores.
NA Trading and Technology’s Recycle Program and Fixing Film
Assembly Rebuild Program keep enormous amounts of e-waste
out of landfills in communities like yours!

Fixing Film Assemblies

The Fixing Film Assembly Rebuild Program
offers the potential for massive savings. Our
program works just like Canon’s, and the
quality is top-notch. (We also offer a rebuild
kit for the DIY crowd.)

FM3-5950-010
NATT #: 01056000
OEM #: FM3-5950-010
For use in:
IRAC5030/ IRAC5035
IRAC5045/ IRAC5051
IRAC5235/ IRAC5240
IRAC5250/ IRAC5255

To learn more about NA Trading and Technology and our entire Canon product
line, contact a product specialist or visit us online today.
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